Pipelines deliver affordable energy, helping us get where we need to go and making life more convenient

**Getting Where We Need to Go**
- We have plenty of options for getting where we need to go because of energy delivered by pipelines
- The gasoline or diesel fuel we put in our cars and trucks, that propels our Ubers and Lyfts, the jet fuel for the planes we ride, all at some point travels through a pipeline

**Affordable Energy**
- America is producing more energy than ever before, and those additional supplies delivered by pipeline are helping push energy prices down
- When you drive a lot, it’s important to have access to affordable energy, especially in rural areas
- Affordable energy also helps us live where we want in places best for our families, because the cost of commuting is manageable

**Convenient Lifestyle**
- Having plentiful energy delivered by our pipeline network means we never need to go far to fill up our tank. That makes our busy lifestyles more manageable
- A long commute or road trip with friends is never a worry because we have plentiful access to fuels delivered by pipeline

www.PipelinesAreLifelines.com